
 

 

Year group: Year 1               Date:01/07/20 

  Bronze Silver Gold 

English Look at the pictures. Can you copy my 

sentence and write the last word in 

yourself? 

E.g. 

There is a swing. 

There is a ring. 

 

Remember to start sentences with a 

capital letter. Use finger spaces and a 

full stop.  

Today we are continuing to look at Whatever Next by Jill Murphy so if you like you 

could watch it again on You tube using https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Nn73STXrPP0&safe=active .  

Think about the journey to the moon…It starts on page 6 when it says ‘WHOOSH! Out 

into the night’. Look at this again and imagine what it would be like in Baby Bear’s 

rocket. Imagine you are Baby Bear! Think about words to describe the sky and journey 

to the moon. What does it look like/ feel like? What can you see? How do you feel?  

Can you describe what it is like in Baby Bear’s rocket as it travels through the sky? Add 

some adjectives around the picture which you think describe it the best and 

remember to include some 2A phrases. Think of another word instead of whoosh – 

what other word might the rocket make as it goes into space?  

Next, using the words you have written around the rocket, write at least 6 sentences 

to describe what it is like, what you can see, how you feel. Which is your best 

sentence? Remember to use capital letters, full stops, 2A and beautiful handwriting!  

Maths  We are going to continue practising 

subtracting today. 

Continue to practise counting back. 

Can you use your fingers to help you 

today instead of the numicon? 

Watch White Rose- Summer Term Week 9 

Lesson 3 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-1/ 

 Can you complete the Silver or Gold maths challenge?  

Phonics
/
Reading 

Lesson 3:  Phase 3 recap 
Go through and complete the 
presentation on the school website 
labelled Lesson 3:  Phase 3 recap 
 
Other phonics work on this sound can 
be found on Education City (login in 
planners) or phonics play (login sent 
via email). 
 
Login to reading planets (login sent via 

email) and read the new selection of 

books assigned to you. 

Adults—use the question below to ask 

your child about the book they have 

read. 

Lesson 3: ou 
Go through and complete the presentation 
on the school website labelled Lesson 3: ou 
 
Other phonics work on this sound can be 
found on Education City (login in planners) 
or phonics play (login sent via email). 
 
Login to reading planets (login sent via 

email) and read the new selection of books 

assigned to you. 

Adults—use the question below to ask your 

child about the book they have read. 

Lesson 3:  Soft C 
Go through and complete the presentation on 
the school website labelled Lesson 3: Soft C 
 
Other phonics work on this sound can be found 

on Education City (login in planners) or phonics 

play (login sent via email). 

 
Login to reading planets (login sent via email) 

and read the new selection of books assigned 

to you. 

Adults—use the question below to ask your 

child about the book they have read. 

Other Today we are going to do some ART 

Can you create a seasons tree like the ones shown in the picture? 

There should be four parts to your tree, 1 for each of the seasons: 

Winter, Spring, Summer and Autumn. 

You can use colouring pencils, felt pens or paint to create your season tree but 

remember to try and use colours that show the different seasons. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nn73STXrPP0&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nn73STXrPP0&safe=active
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-1/
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Which quantity is greater? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know? Can you explain your answer using the words tens and ones? 

 

Look at these number pairs. Can you circle the number that is greater in each 
pair? 

 

42    63                                26       72                             63      91 

 

62     26                                15       91                             33       22 

 

Can you prove your answers by drawing each quantity, showing how many tens 
and how many ones? Please use a separate piece of paper to give you plenty of 
space. Squared paper is provided above but if you can’t print or haven’t got a 
printed copy of this pack from school, plain paper is fine.  






